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smoking levels at Eastern
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Eastern plays a pivotal role
in the operation of Get Lit!
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Now in its 13th year, the festival
celebrates the written word by
hosting some of the Northwest’s
most prominent writers and
educators to inspire learning
throughout the community.
Mining Family History for Stories
The Second Draft of History
Edit Like a Pro
The Zine Scene
Poems as Portraits
Putting Pen to Paper
Writing to the West-Kids
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Youth Poetry Slam

5:30 p.m.
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Schedule
of events

Poetry Salon
After-Hours

9 p.m.

A.M. sessions
at Riverpoint

9:30 a.m.

B.
Kid’s Reading (11:30-12:30 p.m.)
Youth Reading (1 - 1:45 p.m.)
Young Adult Reading (2 - 2:30 p.m.)

C.

A.

SA
TU
R
DA
Y

D.
Pathfinder: Ideas, Writing,
Reading and Research
From Novel to Graphic Novel
Ins and Outs of the
Publishing Process
The Art of Nature Writing

E.
Developing Your Blogging Style
Conflict: The Key to Drama
Sneaking Past the Dragons
Writing Off the Page
Igniting the Inner Reader
How to Write and Teach
Dynamic Fiction
Willow Springs Teen Writing

F.
Renowned author Tim O’Brien
and poet Brian Turner will
share their military experiences
through their writing and
discuss their creative processes
at the Bing Crosby Theater in
downtown Spokane Saturday
night from 8 - 9:30 p.m.
Individual tickets are $15.
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Chapbooks
Freelance Journalism 101
Writing the American Story
Comics and Cartoons in
the Classroom

Easterner Graphics

Concealed carrying permits
stir up discussion, opinions
Pending legislation in other states invokes new talks with local figures
BY KYLE HARDING

staff writer

Most college students look forward
to their 21st birthday so that they can
go out to bars, but some also look forward to it for another reason: It’s the
day they can apply for a Washington
state concealed pistol license.
State law RCW 9.41.050 allows
those who are 21 years of age or older
and can pass a criminal and mental
health background check to carry a
concealed pistol. Washington has a
“shall-issue” policy, meaning that the
state must issue a license to qualified
applicants.
College campuses are not included
in the law’s list of places where guns
are prohibited, though the list does
include bars, courthouses and elementary schools. However, a separate law
governing state colleges and universities forbids guns on campus.

“Our position has always been that
we follow the rules set forth by the legislature,” Director of Media Relations
Dave Meany said in an email.
Gary Gasseling, deputy chief of the
EWU Police Department said, “We
enforce the policy that the board of
trustees has put forth.”
Utah is currently the only state with
a law that protects the right for adults
to carry guns on college campuses. The
Arizona state legislature passed such
a bill last week, but Gov. Jan Brewer
could still veto the law. A similar bill
failed in Idaho recently. According
to Students for Concealed Carry on
Campus’ website, a nationwide group
advocating for the right to carry a gun
on campus, there is pending legislation
in Georgia, Nevada, Tennessee and
Texas to allow guns on campuses.
“You would be very hard pressed
to find anyone who has a background
in criminal justice who thinks this is

a good idea,” said Dale Lindekugel, a
professor of sociology and criminal justice at EWU.
“The highest rates of violence are
in young people. College campuses are
full of young people,” he continued.
Gary Kleck, a professor of criminology at Florida State University
whose research has been cited in Supreme Court cases said, “It’s not the
middle class young people who are in
college who are doing violence.”
“What matters is who has guns, not
where they have them,” Kleck also said.
“You’d have more noncriminal people
who have a gun for self-protection [if
guns were allowed on campus].”
John Goldman, professor of criminal justice at EWU and former Spokane County sheriff, thinks allowing
guns on campus is a bad idea.
“The justification is armed students
would prevent something like what
happened at Virginia Tech,” Goldman

Gun control opinions vary on campus. Photo illustration by Aaron Malmoe/Easterner

said, referring to the April 2007 campus shooting in which a mentally-ill
student killed 32 people with 9 mm
Glock semi-automatic pistol.
Goldman expressed worry that
untrained, armed students and faculty
could return fire and inadvertently
harm bystanders.
“I think it would be a bad mistake,” Goldman said.
Former campus leader of the EWU
chapter of Students for Concealed

Carry on Campus offered another
standpoint in an email, “More guns
carried legally would not create any
more danger. … Try and see how many
shootings in Spokane involve someone
who has gone through the process of
obtaining their concealed weapon permit.”
Danch, who is the president of the
criminal justice club, said the EWU
FIREARMS | PAGE 3
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Eastern Washington University’s
Student Newspaper

F A C T S

WRITERS’ MEETINGS:

The Easterner is open for any EWU student
or faculty wishing to write stories that could be
published in the newspaper.
Writers’ meetings are Mondays at 3:30 p.m.
in Isle Hall, room 102.
The newspaper is also open for anyone wishing to copy-edit. Editing nights are on Tuesdays.

April 6 - April 11
BY LAUREN JOHNSON

copy editor

Agency Assist
4-6 – A disorderly male who appeared to
be looking for a fight was pounding on the
doors in LA Hall. Police determined that the
man was distraught over problems occurring
at home and spoke with him. The man hurt
his hand and medics had to transport him to
get an X-ray.
Theft
4-6 2:30 p.m. – A wallet and cell phone
were stolen from the basketball area of the
URC. Police have one possible suspect in the
incident.
Drug activity
4-8 11 a.m. – Police officers found evidence of possible drug activity while going
through found property. Officers turned the
property over to the Cheney Police Department.
Agency Assist
4-9 1:30 p.m. – Cheney Police officers
responded to a domestic violence call. After
investigating, officers arrested and transported
a juvenile to jail.

Alcohol violation
4-9 10:56 p.m. – A liquor violation in
Dryden Hall caused officers to contact the occupants of a room, whom police did not cite
for an offense but referred to the OSRR.

2

Alcohol violation
4-10 – Officers and the Cheney Fire Department responded to a medical call from
Pearce Hall. A female, who was highly intoxicated, was evaluated but not transported
to a hospital. Instead she was referred to the
OSRR.

All content in The Easterner is either produced or chosen by students from Eastern Washington University. Our goal as employees of The
Easterner is to provide interesting and relevant
information to the students, faculty, staff and
residents of EWU and the surrounding community of Cheney and Spokane.

WEBSITE:
Comic by Blaine Mueller

Agency Assist
4-11 9:16 p.m. – Officers identified a suspect after
investigating a marijuana odor at the 300 block of
6th Street. They were given permission to search the
residence and found marijuana. Police arrested one
female and referred two others to the OSRR.

‘IncREDible’ campaigns for scholarship donors
Tuition increases force more students to seek
money, university reaches for alumni support
BY RYAN BURKEY

columnist

Last year, it was called “Save Our
Scholarships,” or “S.O.S.” This year,
the theme is “Keep Eastern IncREDible,” but the message to donors is still
the same: Eastern needs more money
for scholarships.
Rising tuition costs and state budget cuts have made the availability
of funding scarce. That means many
students are relying more heavily on
scholarships to help fund their education.
That’s where the IncREDible campaign comes in.
“There is no greater gift a donor
can provide than one that supports
student scholarships,” EWU President
Rodolfo Arévalo said in a press release.
“With state support declining, more
and more students are expected to apply for scholarship support. Giving to
this scholarship fundraising campaign

is a great way to keep Eastern students
on track toward degree completion.”
According to that same press release, more than 1,000 students applied for about $1.9 million worth of
various scholarships for the 2010-11
academic year. The number of applicants is expected to jump by 150 percent for the next academic year, which
means less money will be available per
applicant.
In fact, the EWU Foundation Endowment has grown by 27 percent
since June 2009. But since tuition
costs have risen dramatically, the fair
market value of several scholarship
funds is lower than the principal value,
or original amount donated.
The goal of the IncREDible campaign is to help fill that gap to ensure
that even in hard economic times,
students still have a fair shot at their
education. When the state budget
falls and tuition jumps, help comes
in the form of generosity from others,

If you have an idea for a story, or are part of
a campus club or organization that is holding an
event, please call The Easterner tip line at (509)
359-6270.
Also, if you have a comment about a story
or a suggestion for the newspaper, please feel free
to voice your opinion on the tip line as well.

ABOUT YOUR PAPER:

Warrant arrest
4-10 12:52 a.m. – A citizen contacted
police about a female sitting in a car. Officers
contacted the woman and discovered that she
had a warrant from Tacoma. The woman was
arrested and taken to the Spokane County Jail.
Drug violation
4-10 6:40 p.m. – A person called in a possible drug violation in LA Hall after they noticed that their room smelled like marijuana.
Officers found marijuana in the trash can of
the room and sent the OSRR information on
the case.

NEWS LINE:

including, but not limited to Eastern
alumni.
Pat Spanjer, associate director of
alumni advancement, said it’s too early
in the campaign to know exactly how
well the giving process is going. However, “Eastern alumni and friends are
responding generously to help ensure
the best and brightest students are able
to attend EWU, despite economic
challenges that would otherwise keep
higher education out of reach.
“So many of us have benefited
from scholarships, and we have gone
on to find success in rewarding careers,” added Spanjer. “We understand
the need. This is our opportunity to
give back and help today’s students
achieve success.”
Students agree that tuition is a
growing hurdle to overcome. In an online forum about tuition costs, several
students pointed to online and summer classes as especially expensive, and
the students all agreed that student
fees are too high as well.
But Jason Barbour, a native of Portland, Ore., compared his educational
journey to the triumphant EWU Di-

vision I NCAA football championship
earlier this year.
Barbour said the championship
encourages him as a student to “do the
best you can at what you want to do
in life, keep going at it, and some day
you will win!”
The mission for Spanjer and her
colleagues at EWU advancement is
to help students like Jason Barbour
achieve their dreams even in an economic downturn.
“Donors who made their annual
gifts earlier this year are giving an additional $20 to $500 by mail and online, and a $10 gift came in the other
day from an alum who hadn’t donated
in several years,” said Spanjer. “Every
dollar will have a significant impact
on a student’s life. What else will you
do today that’s more incredible than
that?”
Perhaps the best part about the
IncREDible campaign is that 100 percent of donations go the the General
Scholarship Fund.
For more information about the
campaign, or to donate, log on to
http://www.ewu.edu/incredible.

The Easterner publishes a weekly electronic
version of the paper at http://www.easterneronline.com.

ADDRESS:

The Easterner is located in Isle Hall, room
102.
The Easterner
EWU, Isle Hall 102
Cheney, WA 99004

CIRCULATION:

The Easterner is distributed throughout
the Cheney campus, Cheney business district,
the Spokane Center, Riverpoint and at various
Spokane businesses. If you would like The Easterner to be distributed to your business or if you
would like to start a subscription call the Advertising Department at 359-7010.

NEWS:

If you have a news tip, letter to the editor or
press release, please call the newsroom at 3596270 or the Editor-in-Chief at 359-6737. You
can also contact The Easterner staff by e-mail or
FAX at 359-4319.

ADVERTISING:

If you would like to place an ad or classified
ad call 359-7010, FAX 359-4319 or send an email to advertising@theeasterner.info.
ADVERTISING STAFF

michelle portrey, manager
tierra howard
Advertisements in The Easterner do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of
either The Easterner or EWU.
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2010-11

Green Dot Spot
The following article is by Dylan
Moses, EWU Senior
“I don’t need to do my laundry
or take it to the cleaner, that’s why I
have a wife, she does it for me.” This
was recently said by a peer in a group
of males, and my immediate reaction
was not the same as those around me.
Instead of laughing at the bias comment which labeled his own wife as
nothing more than an in-home cleaning service, I simply asked a question
in return, “are you not capable of
doing those things on your own”. In

commentary by victim advocate Karen Wanjico
his response I was bombarded with
explanations of how he is more of a
helper when his partner is doing the
dishes, cleaning the household, washing and folding laundry, amongst
other household tasks. In a mutually
respectful way, this individual and I
discussed his comment further. Even
though his ideology towards the way
a wife should conduct herself has not
diminished, I felt it was important
to attempt to change the way he and
those surrounding him viewed his
wife.

I see this short conversation as a
definite Green Dot moment. Just by
this statement I saw attitudes that
can lead to an inappropriate and
unhealthy relationship. With a comment as instinctual as this, we can
see that this individual displays traits
of entitlement towards his significant other. With all of us capable
of doing something, it is important
to recognize individuals who have
self proclaimed ownership and rank
over others. By confronting those
who exhibit partner inequality, use

stereotypes, and have bias expectations towards others, we can start to
shift our culture to a more equal and
non-discriminatory environment.
In no way do I despise this person
for their comment; however, standing
up for my personal beliefs on gender
equality may have brought a voice
to his wife. You don’t always have
to confront strangers. Being open
about your personal beliefs may also
challenge peers to reflect on their own
values and belief system.
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Smoking debate heats up on campus
BY KRISTIE HSIN

staff writer

IJtll

BY NICOLE ERICKSON

news editor

I pride myself
on being very
judgmental
In recent weeks, I have
been getting a lot of feedback
about the columns I have
been writing. People have
been saying that I am judgmental and critical of others
as if it is something I should
feel bad about.
Well, as much as I may I
hate to say it, but I don’t feel
bad at all about the judgments I make.
Allow me to explain.
Growing up, I witnessed all
the pathetic annoyances I
write about from week to
week. I allowed myself to
become critical and judgmental in order to laugh and cope
with all the flaws I saw in the
human race. So yes, I judge
others based on their laziness,
cowardice and the judgments
they make on others. However, when I judge others, it
is based on things they have
control over, like their narrow
minds. I am judging people
who make incorrect judgments based on their own
close minded observations.
Now that my judgmental
attitude has been covered,
I would like to address
President Obama’s most
recent plan to cut the nation’s
deficit. An article published
April 10 in The Washington
Post discussed the elements of
the proposal.
David Plouffe, White
House adviser, was quoted
in the article after appearing
on multiple Sunday night
television shows saying,
“The deficit-reduction plan
envisioned by the president
will include cuts to government health insurance and
a discussion over reforming
Social Security, as well as
eliminating Bush-era tax cuts
for people making more than
$250,000 a year.”
I can’t understand why
people are getting so infuriated by this proposal. This
country is facing an astronomical deficit, and it is
about time we fix it.
Cutting government health
insurance
I think this is the funniest thing for people to be
upset about. Last week I
saw a Facebook post talking
about cutting governmental
health care and salaries. So
when Obama finally proposes
to actually do so, people
become outraged. That makes
no sense. It’s not like our
county can eliminate one area
completely; cuts have to be
made in small but frequent
amounts. This sounds like
a beneficial solution that
shouldn’t make anyone,
including those republicans
who dislike Obama, upset.
Tax cuts for the wealthy
I am not even going to
say much on this because
it seems ridiculous that tax
cuts were ever given to the
wealthy. People who make
more than $250,000 a year
shouldn’t worry about tax
cuts and can definitely afford
to help the government come
out of this devastating deficit.
Bottom line here: We
need to fix our deficit, and
this sounds like a step in the
right direction. It’s time for
the people in this country to
do some research, have some
common sense and use some
of the judgment that I pride
myself on having.
The views expressed here do not
directly reflect the views of The
Easterner. The writer can be
contacted at easterner.news@
gmail.com.

During high school, smoking in and around school
grounds is forbidden. Should the same rules apply to
colleges too?
Though commonly known as a health hazard and
a major cause of diseases and death, smoking is still a
part of the daily lifestyles of many Eastern students.
One effect of this lifestyle is the daily litter of cigarette
butts scattered around campus to be collected by Eastern’s ground maintenance.
Another effect is that many nonsmokers are bothered by smokers around campus.
“It happens all the time. People get better, and then
they get worse [with littering]. And it’s just kind of a
constant in our society,” said Director of Facilities Services Karen Wichman. “We have a real aggressive effort
on campus to go out and pick up trash and keep things
clean and tidy looking. … It’s a daily routine with the
grounds department.”
Freshman Brett Scott said, “It’s pretty obnoxious
when you have to walk through a cloud of smoke.”
Scott thinks fining should be better monitored if
people throw their cigarettes on the ground. He thinks
smokers should also be fined if they are smoking less
than 25 feet away from a building.
“It can reflect badly on us — that we can’t take
care of this small of an issue,” Scott said in reference to
smokers standing too close to a building.
Senior Maxwell Batchelor said, “I actually really
don’t like when people smoke on campus. It’s not a
huge thing that’s happening [because] it’s not a horrible amount. I do think there should be certain areas
where people can smoke.”
According to state law, all smoking must be at least
25 feet away from all buildings. Signs are often posted
near entrances, though they aren’t always enforced.
“Sometimes I see people that don’t obey that rule,”
junior Saleh Tafesh said.
Tafesh suggests that Eastern should place the
smoking urns 25 feet away from buildings. The smoking urns outside of the PUB’s main entrance are considerably less than 25 feet from the door.
According to Wichman, all smoking urns are portable and can be moved to less than 25 feet of a building. “Sometimes they grow feet and get a little closer,
but we try to keep them at that 25 feet distance. …
People can move them closer if they want to get under
an overhang or something like that. People frequently
do this time of year, especially when the weather is a
little bit questionable,” she said.

Kristie Hsin/Easterner

Nassar Al-Nassar and Cal Sexton take their between class smoke breaks 25 feet away from the entrance of the PUB.

Senior Shawn Blaydes said, “A lot of times people
are too lazy to use [the urn]. … I always put mine in
the smoking tray.”
There are approximately 61 smoking urns on
campus. All are located by the front entrance of every
building.
“I think [Eastern] should be a nonsmoking campus,” said senior Amber Wright. “Smoking makes
Eastern non-environmental friendly.”
Blaydes said, “I think it’s everybody’s neutral right
[to smoke]. I smoked for years and years and years,
and I mean, I don’t think somebody should be able to
tell me where I can and can’t smoke. I do think that
those people that are smoking should be responsible
and polite and not smoke in the middle of a group
of nonsmokers. I think the university should establish
smoking areas.”
Before he quit smoking last summer, Blaydes used
to smoke about four to five times a day outside of his

classes. Blaydes believes the university should build
smoking gazebos with open smoking urns inside and
around campus as a solution to cigarette buds littered
on the grounds. According to him, open smoking urns
will actually let the buds drop down, and it would be a
low-cost solution for the university.
“If the university was to establish well-marked
smoking areas with like a gazebo or some such, that
would help eliminate that issue,” said Blaydes in reference to people smoking too close to doorways. “They
need to be reminded to move away.”
According to ASEWU president, Justin Terry,
Eastern’s current tobacco policy is no different than
Washington state’s smoking policy. This includes the
same rules with littering and being 25 feet away from
a building.
“We adapt that rule,” said Terry. “It’s entirely state
law. … The only policy that Eastern has is Washington
state code and what they say is OK.”

Petition requests a bargaining unit
with several university departments
BY KRISTIE HSIN

staff writer

Last month, Public School Employees filed a petition.
The Public Employment Relations
Commissions is scheduled for a hearing
in early May to receive evidence from
Public School Employees, which includes EWU employees, that will determine whether the employees’ proposed
bargaining unit is suitable under state
law.
The petition is a recognition request
that would form a bargaining unit, or a
group of employees that is represented
by a single union, with employees from
several university departments, including General Undergraduate Academic
Advising; international student program; Chicano Education Program;
American Indian Studies Program; and
Counseling and Psychology Services.
Public School Employees exclusively
represents educational support professionals in Washington state public

schools. Public School Employees is also
affiliated with Service Employees International Union, a larger national union.
“The union is separate from the
university. … They have been trying to
recruit nonunion employees to join or
form a union,” said Director of Media
Relations Dave Meany in an email.
On Eastern 24/7, Human Resources
provided informational updates with
FAQ regarding the petition.
According to Eastern 24/7, the Public Employment Relations Commissions
will either officially confirm or deny if
Public School Employees have authorized cards within the proposed bargaining unit or schedule the election. As
stated, “Certification means that [Public
Employment Relations Commissions]
could order no election be held, and the
union would automatically be the representative of the proposed bargaining
unit without a secret ballot election.”
All decisions will be made by the
Public Employment Relations Commissions.

IN BRIEF | from staff reports
Sam Reed to promote diversity in
Washington voting this Thursday
Sam Reed, Washington’s secretary of state, will be on campus Thursday, April 14, to discuss voting in the state.
“His office is in charge of a lot of community outreach,” said
Jordan Johnston, former legislative affairs representative for the
Associated Students of EWU. “[He is aiming at] getting Washintonians to vote.”
Reed annually visits campuses across the state to contact students and encourage them to vote.
“My hope is that Reed’s speech will show students that
there is no reason to be apathetic about the government,” said
Johnston. “If you organize and do what you can, you can affect
change.”
Johnston continued by saying that this is an opportunity for
students to meet an elected official, something he said doesn’t
happen very often.
“I’m hoping that students show up and appreciate what Sam
has to offer,” Johnston said.
On Thursday, Reed will be giving a speech in Hargreaves
Reading Room addressing diversity and inclusiveness.
“His goal is to get in touch with students who don’t typically
participate in voting,” Johnston said.
The speech will be given between noon and 1 p.m. and will
be followed by a question-and-answer session during which students can address concerns they have regarding Reed’s speech or
voting in general.

However, if there will be an election,
it will be carried out by a secret ballot. If
the Public Employment Relations Commissions or union succeeds in votes, according to Eastern 24/7, “The union
and EWU will sit down and bargain for
a new labor agreement that covers the
positions included within the bargaining unit defined by [Public Employment Relations Commissions].” Wages,
working conditions and hours would all
be covered by bargaining.
According to Meany, everything
they know is on the official questions
and answer segment on Eastern 24/7.
Meany said EWU will not interfere,
advise or take any position on what an
employee decides to do.
If an employee is represented by a
union, their wages and benefits may or
may not change. Bargaining does not
require anyone to agree to the other
party’s proposals.
According to Eastern 24/7, “No one
can guarantee what the outcome of negotiations will be.”

If employees choose union representation, EWU will negotiate in favor with
the union. Eastern is not required to
grant benefit specifications to both nonrepresented and represented employees.
Also, EWU is not required to offer more
wage increases to represented employees
than to nonrepresented employees.
Once an employee’s position is
represented by the union, employees
cannot withdraw themselves from the
union representation. Represented employees are required to pay a monthly
union fee, which will depend on the
outcome of the bargaining.
“As to what led to this, I am not
sure,” said Meany. “The union has been
recruiting people statewide. One could
make an assumption they are doing this
because of the budget issues across the
nation and they are looking to grow in
number.”
For additional information, visit
http:///blogs.ewu.edu/Eastern247/
and
search for “PSE” petition.” The first link
to appear will lead to an FAQ page.

FIREARMS
from front page

chapter of Students for Concealed Carry on Campus disbanded two years ago due to
declining membership.
“It’s hard to refute that the
ability to protect oneself is a
human right,” said Rick Walker, western regional director of
Students for Concealed Carry
on Campus.
According to Walker, Colorado State University decided to allow guns on campus
on a trial basis four years ago.
“There have been zero incidences of misuse of firearms
[at Colorado State University],” Walker said. “The colleges and universities believe
students are not capable of
self-government.”
In a follow-up email,
Walker said, “[There is] a
very dangerous misconcep-

tion held by many students
and faculty. That is the lie
that keeping people safe from
crime is the job of the police.
… The truth is that each individual is responsible for their
own safety.”
According to Kleck, in
states that allow concealed
carry, less than 2 percent of
the population carries a gun.
He went on to say that because of the inherent safety
of college campuses, numbers
would be even lower on campuses.
“The odds of somebody
being a permit-holder within
range of a mass shooter is
highly unlikely,” he said.
Kleck stressed that despite
high-profile incidents such as
Virginia Tech, campus shootings are extremely rare.

Let us know what you think at
easterneronline.com.
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@TheEasterner
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New curriculum teaches
students tribal history
“Native Vision” will bring primary, secondary education to life
BY AZARIA PODPLESKY

staff writer

Washington students in
grades K-12 are now learning
about the state’s tribal history
alongside lessons on Lewis and
Clark and civil rights.
A new curriculum, the
Since Time Immemorial: Tribal Sovereignty in Washington
State, comes nearly six years
after the Washington Legislature passed House Bill 1495,
which recommended that tribal history be taught in schools
throughout the state.
“There are a lot of Native
American students in K-12
that aren’t graduating because
they never see themselves in
the curriculum,” said Nadean
Meyer, EWU’s learning resources librarian. “Tribal history has its place [in schools].”
This new curriculum is
meant to be taught alongside a
teacher’s usual lessons and uses
three approaches to teach students about tribal history.
The first is an inquiry based
approach, which involves students finding answers and information on their own.
“The inquiry based approach involves students putting their knowledge to work
and looking further for information,” Meyer said.
This method is governed by
five essential questions, including: “How does physical geography affect the distribution,
culture and economic life of local tribes?” and “What are the

ways in which tribes responded
to the threats to extinguish
their cultures and independence, such as missionaries,
boarding schools, assimilation
policies and the reservation system?”
The second approach,
called place-based, acknowledges that students learn best
when they can apply what they
are learning to their community and to previous knowledge.
According to a fall 2009
letter to educators from the Office of Superintendent Public
Instruction’s Tribal Sovereignty
Curriculum Advisory Committee, “Our approach encourages teachers and students to
address the essential questions
in the context of tribes in their
own communities.”
The third approach, an integrated approach, has teachers
infusing tribal history within
units like Lewis and Clark, the
Westward Movement, Contemporary World Problems
and Civil Rights that they normally teach.
The letter from the curriculum advisory committee goes
on to mention how easy it is for
teachers to begin incorporating
tribal history into their regular
lessons.
“Each month or so, teachers on [the Office of Superintendent Public Instruction] social studies [list] will receive an
electronic newsletter that introduces tribal sovereignty topics that pertain to the typical
unit taught during that time,”

the committee said. “In this
newsletter are activities that
take 20-30 minutes to complete throughout the course of
teachers’ units.”
The public instruction office, private and public agencies
and many of the state’s 29 federally recognized tribes funded
this curriculum. According to
http://www.indian-ed.org, “All
29 tribes have endorsed its importance and use.”
To celebrate the implementation of this new curriculum,
EWU Libraries will be hosting
“Living Voices: Native Vision,”
a presentation that combines
theater, video and live interaction to tell a story. According to
the event’s poster, “Native Vision” features Lily Gladstone,
who was born and raised on
the Blackfoot Indian Reservation in northwestern Montana,
playing a Navajo girl trying to
keep her culture alive while in
a government-run boarding
school.
All performances will be
held tomorrow and are free to
attend.“Native Vision” will be
performed at 9 a.m., noon and
3 p.m. in JFK Auditorium. A
performance followed by a discussion about the new curriculum will be held at 6 p.m. on
the Riverpoint campus in SAC
20 Auditorium.
For more information,
contact Nadean Meyer at (509)
359-4262 or nmeyer@ewu.edu
or Rayette Sterling at (509)
359-2403 or rsterling@ewu.
edu.

Photo illustration by Casey Picha/Easterner

Without proper research, substance can cause significant damage.

Workout supplements containing
chitosan could be harmful to body

FDA has no jurisdiction over use of common body enhancers
BY DYLAN COIL

senior reporter

sec e

Exercising is one of the best activities to
maintain health; however, they may jeopardize
the benefits when they use supplements to increase performance.
Two supplements commonly used by gym
frequenters are fat burners, or fat blockers, and
pre-workout energy boosters known as thermagenics. Neither item is regulated by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), but they include a
concoction of ingredients that may be dangerous
to a user’s health.
Both of these kinds of supplements increase
a person’s metabolism and energy by using various stimulants. The most common stimulant is
caffeine, but many formulas include herbal extracts that are much more potent.
Thermagenics, such as Jack3d or N.O.
Xplode, are taken prior to a work out to increase
workout endurance and intensity. Side-effects
include increased heart rate or even heart palpitations, along with other stimulant-related complications.
“Anything that is a stimulant is going to increase your heart rate. It may cause you to feel
jittery, may cause insomnia and nervousness,
and it can also cause mood swings,” said Carol
Gahl, physicians assistant for the Rockwood
Cheney Clinic. “Any time you take any kind of
a stimulant for an extended period of time, you
can, in a sense, become addicted to it.”
One ingredient included in fat burners and
blockers typically not in thermagenics is chitosan. Chitosan is a chemical compound that

e
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limits the body’s absorption of fat. A problem
may arise with extended use of chitosan when
fat-soluble vitamins are no longer entering the
system, resulting in vitamin deficiencies.
“Another danger when people are using these
is they don’t combine the proper type of diet,”
said Gahl. “They aren’t making sure that they’re
getting all the proper vitamins and minerals to
sustain healthy muscle tissue.”
A lack of vitamins and minerals not only
lowers the body’s ability to sustain muscle tissue,
but can also lead to numbness in extremities or a
condition known as parathesia.
Muscle tissue damage can also occur when a
person who usually commits to a light workout
pushes themselves harder than usual after taking
supplements that increase energy and blur perceptions of physical limitations.
“By taking these types of medications, it
gives you a false sense that you can do more
than your body is ready to do,” said Gahl. “So
we do see a lot of injuries. People will come in
[to Rockwood] with knee problems or certainly
sore muscles and joint issues because they haven’t
worked up gradually to the level they should.”
The best alternative to using supplements is a
healthy diet, plenty of sleep and regular exercise
that will allow the body to produce high levels
of energy naturally. Some people believe supplements can be helpful for working out, but this is
only true when the use of those supplements is
coupled with a healthy lifestyle.
“The general notion is that if it’s over-thecounter, it is safe to take, but again, because
there is not good FDA regulation, that’s certainly
not the case,” Gahl said.
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Career Services assists students in their plans for the future
BY DYLAN COIL

senior reporter

Career Services will host
multiple events this quarter located at both Eastern’s Cheney
and Riverpoint campuses.
Events aim to prepare students
for the real world by helping
them make connections with
employers.
Career services also provides
individual attention at their offices located in Showalter. Students can receive help writing
resumés and cover letters, as
well as looking up internship
opportunities available only to
students.
“[Students should] definitely work with us. We have internships and full-time jobs and
things coming across our desks
all the time. It always amazes
me how many students never
have been here or worked with

us,” Director of Career Services
Virginia Hinch said.
Certain resources are only
available to students and won’t
exist after graduation. Networking is one way students
can improve their chances of
obtaining a desirable career after college, and there are many
ways to make job-focused connections.
On top of making use of
career fairs and networking options, students can also search
within their major to make contacts with professors and other
professionals who may be affiliated with the university.
When figuring out which
career path to take, students
may be more successful if they
pay attention to what opportunities go with certain majors
and job fields.
“Not only do we have staff,
but we have staff that are spe-

cifically tuned in to the majors
that our students have,” Hinch
said.
Recently, Career Services
has begun offering weekly webinars for students. This service features a different author
with a specific area of expertise
speaking to students electronically through a streaming presentation that is displayed on
campus using a classroom projector.
Krista Benson, program coordinator for Career Services,
said, “[The webinar] gives students the opportunity to learn
some new skill sets. These are
real professionals providing information for students.”
The webinar series started
at the beginning of this quarter
and is presented every Wednesday at noon in Houston Hall,
room 213. Career Services puts
on the webinars and can answer

Career Services
UPCOMING

April 14, 2011

EVENTS
April 13, 2011

• Behavior Styles & Acing Your
Interview Workshop; HUS 213
• College of Science, Health, and
Engineering Career Fair
• Weaving the Threads: An Evening
of Women Empowerment: Hargreaves Reading Room

questions related to job opportunities and review resumés.
“We’re going to really reach out
and have resumé reviews available, even up at the PUB, this
Spring, and do our best to really
outreach to be where students
need us,” Hinch said.

April 21, 2011

• Washington Educators Career
Fair: Spokane Convention Center
• Finding Cool Internships That
Pay: SHW 101

• Tips for Getting an Early Start in
the Professional World

April 27, 2011

• If You’re Not Listening, You Won’t
Get the Job Workshop; HUS 213

April 20, 2011

• Tweet Your Way to a Great Job
Workshop; HUS 213
• How to be a Successful Leader/
Appearance/Image with Roger W.
Flint; Phase I 118, 5-5:45p.m.

April 28, 2011

• Business After Hours; Tawanka
2nd floor
Easterner Graphics

Career Services is located in
Showalter 114. One resource in
their offices that many students
are unaware of is a career specific library with stacks of literature related to finding job opportunities and pursuing them
the best way possible.

The job market has been
damaged with the decline of the
economy. Though college students may have an advantage in
finding a career, it now requires
prospective employees to really
prove their worthy of their desired career.

New evaluations more effective and efficient than older system
Professors agree, new system provides for faster, cheaper, better
results from student response surveys at the of end each quarter
BY KRISTIE HSIN

staff writer

Students and faculty experienced better, faster
feedback through courses and instructions as a result from last quarter’s new evaluations.
Dr. Jackie Coomes, an associate professor
for the mathematics department, said, “The old
forms were so generic. They were asking, ‘Does
this teacher help you be more creative?’ Well, that
isn’t usually one of the goals of my courses. Some
of the questions just didn’t fit the class.”
Coomes does not recall getting her evaluation
results from fall quarter because the old system
had the university to ship evaluations to Kansas.
“I barely remembered teaching the course by
the time we got them [back],” Coomes said.
With the old system, sending evaluations to
Kansas took weeks to process and be sent back to
the university.
“They’d come back with these numbers without saying here’s what your students thought

worked really well and here’s what your students
thought didn’t work really well, which is what I
really need to know,” Coomes said.
According to Dr. Linda Kieffer, vice provost of academic administration, using a system
in which Eastern has to use another company’s
forms means that the university must also purchase them. The forms run at about six cents
apiece, but when that is multiplied by the number of students and the number of classes, it can
get very expensive.
“What we’ve done is we’ve purchased a new
system,” said Kieffer. “We can actually put the
questions on the form and we can print them on
our printer, which saves a lot of money.”
Processing the evaluations this way cost less
than 2 cents apiece to print.
Evaluations are “really for the faculty member. It’s also for the departments and, ultimately,
for the students because this is the way we keep
the quality of instruction up by looking at what
the students think about the course and having

the students have their input on the quality of
that course,” Kieffer said.
The “new evaluations” are actually an old system being brought back into place, according to
Coomes. With everything staying in the department, the evaluation process is a lot faster and
more efficient in giving instructors a closer look
at what they need to work on and what works
best with their students.
“They’re very specific to courses. … Students
will see questions very specific to the courses they
took,” said Kieffer. “The university right now has
four questions on the evaluation and then the department or the faculty member can actually add
additional questions.”
Junior Mia Vercruyssen said, “It’s a lot more
efficient because it was shorter. Before, a lot of
people would just not do it because it was so time
consuming.”
According to Vercruyssen, other schools like
University of California Davis and the University
of Washington, students are required to evaluate
their professors online in order to see their final
grades.
At EWU, students can only do evaluations
if they’re present. Since not every individual stu-

dent participates in the evaluations, Vercruyssen
suggests that EWU should require online evaluations as well as placing a hold on a student’s registration until they’ve evaluated their courses and
instructors.
“Eastern should do it if they want 100 percent feedback,” Vercruyssen said.
Evaluations are handled by faculty and administration, with the forms read by scanners. Instructors who repeatedly receive poor evaluations
are placed on an improvement plan.
“If a faculty member is having a problem, and
it could be in any number of areas, what the department would do is they would sit down with
the faculty member and draw up a plan to improve,” Kieffer said.
The department would match up the instructor with a mentor, typically a senior faculty member in the same department, to work and help
them through whatever the concern was.
“The instructor sees [the responses], the department sees them and that’s where the real control is over the courses,” said Kieffer. “We don’t
tell the instructor how to teach.”
So far, according to Keiffer, the new system
seems to be working.

ASEWU primary election candidates 2011
Primary elections will be held Tuesday,
April 18. Students can vote online at
http://ewu.edu/asewu. Also on the website
are biographies of each candidate along
with a photo. Winners of the primary
election will then move on to the general
election to take place Tuesday, May 3.

President

Vice President

Graduate Affairs

Clem Bustamante
Jason Barbour

Legislative Affairs

Finance Vice President
Kaleb Hoffer
Mengshu “Sue” Zou

Academic Affairs
Eric Palomino

Alex Clardy

Athletic Affairs and
University Advancement
Hayden Indahl

Diversity Outreach
Kadija Sesay

Regina Steele
Jasmine Beach

Andrew Lewin

Douglas Rogers
Kelli Crawford

Student Activities
Lena Lewis

Student Health and
Safety Services
Jordan Lemmon
Brandon Nygard

Student Services
Justin Filla

Technology Advancement
Swen Bergman
Steven Casteel
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OPINION
Perfecting ourselves, respecting each other,
restricting rights: How to inflict happiness
BY SARA JO BARRETT

chief copy-editor

An epidemic is spreading through our
university that will soon takeover our sidewalks, our classrooms and our students.
But we can prevent this epidemic, even
reverse the damage incurred so far. We all
need to pull together to halt the perpetrators’ perpetration.
Chewing gum: It disrupts learning,
damages our bodies and diminishes the
beauty of our school. So far, our struggle
to contain this bad habit has failed. It’s
time to revolt against gum-chewers.
Walking to class, the red bricks aren’t
the only softly faded pink decoration on
campus. The obnoxious, sticky globules
of long-chewed bubblegum spot the sidewalks, the desks, the bathroom sinks and
even the trashcans (because apparently
aiming for the trashcan’s opening is too
much work these days). Littering cannot
be tolerated. Since our university code of
conduct isn’t enough to enforce no-littering rules, we must sever the problem at
the root: Lobby for a gum-free campus!

As a student body devoted to bettering
ourselves and the environment, we cannot
tolerate chewing gum wrappers on the
ground anymore than we should tolerate
the clouds of pink bubbles protruding
from people’s mouths. They’re everywhere.
I walk through them in the PUB; I sit
next to them in class; I feel the evidence
of their teeth-rotting habit under the soles
of my shoes. Allowing gum-chewers the
freedom of throwing their bad habit at
the feet of university students and faculty
— almost literally — reflects badly on the
school. Why should I subject myself to
seeing, hearing and eve n smelling this bad
habit since it is indeed a bad habit?
Though not commonly known, the
negative effects of gum chewing include
jaw tightness, soreness and popping. The
sugars can also rot your teeth, and the
constant motion can cause premature lip
wrinkles. Don’t forget, gum-chewers, that
the popping sound in your ear is just as
loud in the ears of those sitting adjacent to
you in History 106.
“No-littering” signs aren’t working.
Though students may ask gum chewers to

cease their habit, they surely resume it the
next day with a fresh pack. It’s time for a
revolution. I propose the foolproof solution of a gum-free campus.
All students will benefit. Imagine the
shiny gum-free world I offer you. Those
who can’t stand stumbling into the litter
can cheer up now that the silver wrappers aren’t a bother, and those previously
hooked to the “pink chew” can brighten
their smiles with healthier teeth, betterlooking lips, and jaws that chew rather
than dance the lock and pop.
Gum-chewers may not understand the
benefits of a gum-free campus today, but
by restricting their rights to exercise legally
acceptable free will on the property of a
public school, which their taxes helped
fund, we will force them to have a better
tomorrow.
Also, as an afterthought, designated
gum chewing areas won’t work. We don’t
want to quarantine the gum-chewers
to the outskirts of campus like they’re
untouchables, after all; we just want to
indoctrinate them into our gum-free
thinking.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Changes needed in math placement

Construction disrupts learning

As you may or may not know, many EWU students have
trouble meeting the school’s mathematics requirement, which
must be fulfilled in order to graduate. It has become very
common for students to be enrolled in the wrong mathematics
course due to the lack of accuracy of the mathematics placement exam, or APTP. The APTP consists of 35 questions that
the exam takers are given 60 minutes to answer. The time
given is hardly sufficient to display accurate results and can be
attributed to the large number of students leaving test questions unanswered.
What we propose is a longer test session, and we encourage the proctors of the APTP to take into account the quality
of the students’ work as opposed merely to determining the
students’ abilities based strictly off of their answers. With more
testing time and thorough revision of students work, we will
have a more positive attitude toward the math program, and
consequently will be more likely to succeed in our mathematics courses.
It may cost more money for proctors to examine students’
work in detail, but the students are the customers of EWU,
and when we feel that it will be a small price to pay in order
for higher success rates in math courses and a higher graduation rate.

The construction on Eastern’s campus affects the entire
student body at EWU, as well as the faculty and staff. The noise
interrupts classes, making it difficult for students to focus and
teachers to do their jobs. The fencing surrounding the construction zone hinders the student’s ability to get to class on time,
especially those students who have injuries or disabilities.
We believe that by shutting down construction during the
school year and limiting expansion of the construction site
and to the summer months everyone will benefit. While this
does present a slightly more costly alternative and a lengthened
completion time of Patterson Hall, the results will be more immediate.
By allowing the students to focus more wholly on their
studies, the average GPA of Eastern will rise. Attendance in
classes and reduction of tardies will be an added benefit. While
teachers will need to be sequestered in their temporary offices
for longer, the space after construction is completed and extra
classrooms after construction will make up for this.

Anna Hawley, Jeff Forbes, James Vang, Tremayne Johnson

Students should care about tuition
Tuition prices are once again scheduled to rise here at
EWU and at universities around the country. Once tuition
increases, many students on financial aid, paying their own
tuition or on scholarships, still may not be able to afford their
education or potentially drop out of classes to avoid the high
cost. This would mean the end of a dream for thousands of
college hopefuls.
We believe that if students spoke out about this issue
and demanded that tuition stay the same, or be lowered, the
Washington state government make take notice. The Easterner
paper could also help spread the word, as the journalism program itself could be at risk to be cut if students decide not to
attend because of tuition hikes. Tuition increase can also lead
to not only educational programs being cut, but sports, clubs
and other activities to be taken away from the general student
population here on campus.
In this economy, getting an education is detrimental to
acquiring a higher paying job and will lead to a brighter and
better future for all involved. If tuition does not rise and/
or stays constant, more students will choose to attend EWU
because of the lower bill.
This means more money in EWU's pocket from the
increased profits of having more students on the roster. Sports,
teams, clubs and programs will no longer need to be cut and
will ultimately make Eastern a better school overall.

Cam Tran, Dakotta Williams, Nami Matayoshi, Nicholas
Kilburn, Tyler Washburn

Parking availability is lacking
Parking unavailability is a widespread issue that involves not
only the Eastern students, but also the faculty members. Since
students are constantly “fighting” over a spot, most of the time
it makes them late, or they have to walk to school during winter
quarter, which can be harmful for their health. I am talking
from experience. The biggest issue of all is buying the permit
and still not be able to find a parking spot. Something needs to
be done.
Eastern has too many students and not enough parking spaces to accommodate them. The present system is at fault because
it has not adjusted to the growth of student population and for
that, it needs to be changed. Every issue has their solutions, and
so in this problem, building more parking lots, adding more
frequent bus stops or even lower the prize of the parking permit
might give a “breather” to students with cars. But realistically,
the best solution for this predicament would be the university to
fund new parking lots closer to the classroom buildings.
Every coin has two sides, and so in this issue, the consequences can both be negative and positive. Yes, school will have
to pay in order for the parking lot to be built, but think of all
the positive outcomes that will come out of this funding. Students will not stress out for school, the professors will be satisfied
with students showing up on time and more students will feel
attracted to our university in order to pursue their education.

Rules, enforcement too lax on smokers

Despite student services’ efforts, many Eastern students
are unaware of the benefits and services available to them as
funded by their tuition. For example, basic health care, free
bus pass, media services and access to the REC center are all
provided but under utilized due to inadequate advertising. The
current methods used are not reaching the entire student body.
We propose a few ideas to remedy this situation. A
mass email to all students alerting them to the many services
available to them with links to the student services website,
fliers provided to each professor to hand out the first day of the
quarter or a mailed flier with all help inform the students. As a
result, there will be better awareness of services provided, there
will be a greater understating of the tuition statement and
student morale will improve.
The departments providing these services may see and
increase in traffic and longer wait times, but this may be easily
remedied with adding staff. The additional student jobs will be
welcome and improvement to the university life. Students will
feel better about their tuition payments with the knowledge of
the services it pays for.
Bo Mitchell, Megan Sandall, Lindsey Reinders, Katie Smith

Marissa Pamatigan, Chelsea Meyer, Kyrstien McKinney

Services should utilize advertising

•

When Eastern’s football team began the 2010 season,
the size of the crowd compared to other Division I
schools was weak. It wasn’t until Eastern snagged a small
spotlight on nationally broadcast ESPN that fair-weather
fans transformed into die-hard football groupies.
Larger Washington schools, such as Washington State
University and the University of Washington, boast more
than just typical bandwagon fans. Though their sporting teams may not be able to guarantee a win, they can
always rely on large swarms of spectators to attend their
events. For example, Despite WSU’s horrible football
season, the Cougars easily managed to double their fan
base, Eastern, on the other hand, couldn’t muster any
such crowd that was equivalent to WSU’s. Of course it’s
more exciting to attend sporting events when Eastern’s
teams perform well and earn a big win, but much of the
motivation driving athletes’ efforts come from the fans.
Aside from football and hockey, Eastern’s team
records were disappointing this year. Perhaps EWU could
celebrate more wins later if the student body would
celebrate our teams’ efforts now. School pride isn’t necessarily dependent upon the number of trophies on display,
after all.
To see the benches at Reese Court, the benches of a
school with more than 10,000 students enrolled, have
fewer fans than a high school basketball or volleyball
game is disappointing, depressing, demoralizing, agitating, provoking — all of the above.
Rather than blaming Eastern’s players for dampening
school pride, however, the empty seats have provoked
this editorial board into action. Our teams deserve more
support. We are committed to supporting the students of
our school, and our student-athletes deserve better attention than.
They sacrifice their study time, their bodies, and their
sleep to excel in areas that provide the student body entertainment as well as funding through event ticket sales.
School pride is an attitude, not a trophy case; though
having one the former may lead to the latter.

Distractions prove
disasterous, intolerable
BY KYLE HARDING

staff writer

I wholeheartedly agree
with some students’ assessment that construction on
Patterson Hall is far too distracting to carry on during the
academic year. Not only that,
but the big loud machines are
scary.
For one, the construction
makes it hard to get to class
on time and all but impossible
to focus while in class. That is
why limiting construction to
the summer months only is a
great idea, despite the fact that
it will lengthen the amount of
time it will take to complete
the projects fourfold, inevitably increasing cost as well
as increasing the amount of
time professors will bitch and
moan about their substandard
temporary offices.
But construction is not the
only distraction students here
at Eastern have to deal with.
Distractions abound all over
campus, and distractions, my
friends, are something that no
responsible adult should ever
have to deal with.
Anybody who has ever had
a class in Isle Hall has been
distracted by squirrels. They
climb the trees and get up in

the window ledges and run
amok, frolicking around as
if they have not a care in the
world. Don’t these goddamn
squirrels know that I am
trying to concentrate on my
schoolwork?
I suggest we tranquilize
the squirrels every fall and
deport them somewhere where
they won’t be so distracting.
Bring them back at the end
of spring quarter, screw the
students who take classes in
the summer session.
Some people in my classes
wear bright clothing. Could
anything possibly be more
distracting? College students
simply aren’t prepared to deal
with the eye-catching ensembles worn by other students. I
saw a girl the other day wearing a neon green shirt. How
dare she!
To avoid distractions, all
students at Eastern should
wear earth tones, such as a
nice, soothing olive drab.
Nothing too loud or flashy.
Some of my fellow
students like to converse in
the PUB, in the halls and
everywhere else imaginable
on campus. EWU should
adopt the library policy across
campus in order to cease such
distractions.

Masthead

Nefeli Diamanti

There is a problem of smoking on campus; many people
walk right through other people’s smoke. These people include
pregnant women, asthmatics and the general population.
Nonsmokers are being greatly affected by on campus smoking.
Secondhand smoke is unhealthy, and having to smell like cigarette all day is unfair to the student just trying to go to class. It
also degrades our campus facilities and our campus image. EWU
as an institution is showing little effort to enforce rules and address the problem of smoking on campus. This should change to
accommodate the majority of people on campus.
There are many effective and reasonable ways to resolve
this issue. The most effective way would be better placement
of designated smoking areas along with nonsmoking areas. For
example, have clearer and more visible signs on the outside of
doors that stating “No smoking zone.” Campus also needs to
advertise and enforce where the designated smoking areas are.
Ideally, they would be placed on the outskirts of campus.
Another solution is to establish areas of heavy population
which you cannot smoke, such as outside of the PUB, bus area
and in the campus mall. This may inconvenient some smokers,
and consequently, they may not follow the rules.
If enforcement is stressed, they will eventually follow the
rules, and the problem will be reduced. If the change is made,
it will result in less secondhand smoke, better campus environment and happier people.

Megan Morse, Jessica Emig, Lydia McHugh, Cliff Colimon
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School and
friendships

affected by
living situation

BRITTANY WAXMAN

eagle life editor

How to stay safe
on your daily run
in the outdoors

What to do and what not to do
BY KRISTIE HSIN | staff writer

I

t is finally the last quarter of the
school year, and summer is just
around the corner. Students
everywhere are almost within grasp of
leaving their roommates that have been
loud and irritating all year long.
So until finals are over and the car
is packed up, how can things stay fun
and peaceful?
“Don’t let little things bug you,”
said freshman Christina McDonald.
“Keep your stuff out of their space.
Keep [your space] somewhat organized
and not a mess.”
Whether in the resident halls or off
campus, living with people can be a
recipe bound to have issues.
“You’re bound to run into conflicts
no matter what,” said freshman Daryn
Walter. “I like living in Pearce, and I
like living in a double for the most part,
but there are some things that I kind of

Some
common
Dos and
Don’ts for
surviving a
roommate:

Not all roomates don’t get along; Sam Andres and Craig Carlson Jr.
enjoy some quality bonding time as roommates.

wish went differently. The major difference I have with my roommate is that
he is really controlling, and if things
don’t go his way, he gets upset.”
Sometimes conflicting schedules can lead to annoying situations.
Whether it’s being forced to put makeup on in the dark or miss out on precious Call of Duty time before class,
these predicaments can ultimately
cause tension between you and your
roommate.
Honestly, who wants to tip toe
around their own room?
To combat this, make arrangements
with roommates, and warn them to
expect the sound of footsteps and the
closet door opening and closing.
Freshman Taylor Murdoch said of
living alone, “It’s quieter. You can go
to sleep whenever, and you can wake
up whenever without your roommate

waking you up.” Walter said, “Respect
the other person’s environment, their
likes and dislikes, and try to keep your
side of the room clean. If one side [is]
clean and one’s not, it will look like
balls.”
Part of enjoying college life typically requires happy campers. The kind
of roommate and the bond, or lack of
bond between roommates, can play a
major role in college life. A declining
GPA could be the result of having a
party animal for a roommate, which
influences how and when there’s quiet
study time.
“Having a roommate has made
school more stressful. It really just depends on how you go about it,” said
Walter. “It’s hard for me to concentrate
if there’s music going on or if the door
is left open.” Cassie Teig, who lives in
an apartment, said, “It’s so much more

Dos

comfortable [in an apartment], and I
can relax more, and if other people are
in the apartment, I can just go to another room.”
If ties between roommates are
tense, a student’s outlook on whether
or not they want to continue school
may become an issue. A bad roommate
experience could mean a bad college
experience.
“It’s hard when your roommate
has other people over, and you don’t
really get the quiet space you need
sometimes. I definitely learned that if I
wanted to get homework done, [don’t]
be in the dorms, and go to the library;
that’s a major thing,” said McDonald.
“[But] it’s made me open up because I’ve had to meet my roommate
and get to know her, and it kind of
helped me get to know other people as
well.”

Don'ts

-r
•
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Do be respectful and courteous. Bad manners and a
poor attitude could possibly lead to tension and disagreement. This includes keeping the noise level down
and asking before taking.

•
•

Don’t be stupid and leave the door
unlocked or the stove on.

•

Don’t be promiscuous and bring
back random people.

•

Do keep personal belongings clean and in respected
places. No one enjoys finding their roommates’ bras or
dirty gym socks in their space.

•

Don’t be sloppy. Whether it’s with
food or toothpaste, messes are
avoidable.

•

Do communicate with each other. Communication is
essential to any friendship. If there’s a problem, keeping it bottled up most likely won’t help.

•

Don’t forget to unplug the curling
iron or wipe down the toilet seat.

Izkalli Calmecac Conference empowers local youth
Chicano Education Program promotes power of language and faith for multicultural groups
BY DYLAN COIL

senior reporter

High school students from around the state gathered at Eastern last weekend for a weekend of growth
and knowledge at the second Izkalli Calmecac Conference.
Friday’s events included performances by comedian Ernie G. and an Aztecan dance known as Ameyaltonal. On Saturday, students attended various workshops, and the weekend festivities culminated with the
speech by keynote speaker, Victor Villaseñor, author of
a number of influential books such as Rain of Gold.
This year’s conference was themed Reuniting Voices to Empower our Youth and was put on by the Chicano studies group, Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlán. Latino high school students were invited to
participate and learn, with Villaseñor’s speech inspiring students to take action.
Eastern student and Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlán member Gabriel Chavez played a major role in programming this past weekend’s events,
and he said that he felt compelled to invite Villaseñor
to speak at the conference after reading his books. Villaseñor’s speech focused on the power of language and

emphasized the importance of faith. He spoke to the
audience about his family background, growing up in
the U.S. and ultimately what led to his decision to become a writer.
Villaseñor opened by saying, “We don’t have problems on this planet, we have barriers in language.”
He then condemned use of the word “the,” saying
it keeps our perceptions too singular and relies on the
assumption that there is only one way of thinking.
Villaseñor also spoke about the power of intuition,
saying that before the word genius was associated with
a person’s IQ, it referred to the spirit assigned to you
at birth.
“Genius has nothing to do with being smart,” said
Villaseñor. “Genius is the ability to stop thinking and
start trusting your intuition.”
Villaseñor’s speech was heart-felt and truly inspirational as he talked about overcoming racism in the
California public school system. Years of rage had built
up, and after visiting Mexico when he was a late teen,
he discovered how backwards our American society
had become.
Upon returning to the U.S., the rage Villaseñor
had acquired did not dissipate, but only grew as he
could no longer tolerate the mistreatment he was expe-

riencing in school. One day, Villaseñor drove up into
Montana to go hunting and take his rage out on some
passing antelope. He said that he suddenly noticed the
beautiful scenery of the mountainous inland northwest and came to the realization that the world is full
of miracles and destruction was not the answer.
That day, Villaseñor had an epiphany that civilizations had come and gone on this planet for thousands
of years and words were the only thing allowing them
to transcend time and space. At that moment, Villaseñor decided to become a writer.
Villaseñor said that getting to know each other’s
stories bring human beings closer together. One story
he knew he needed to tell was the life of his grandmother. Villaseñor spent 16 years writing that story,
and it became “Rain of Gold,” his most successful
book.
Villaseñor is a testament to how determination and
perseverance lead to the greatest rewards in life. His
speech appropriately matched his audience of young
people who may or may not know what direction to
take in life. It also served as a wonderful conclusion to
a weekend of growth and knowledge.
“If you’re not educated, society kicks your ass,” said
Villaseñor. “If you’re educated, you kick society’s ass.”

Alternatives to driving beneficial for commuting students
BY CHELSEA TWISS

columnist

A couple of days ago, while driving
the two or so miles home after a long
day of school, work and soccer practice,
I got pulled over by one of Cheney’s
police cars. I am ashamed to say that
despite the fact that I drive what some
would call a “granny car,” I have accumulated quite a hefty sum of traffic
tickets. So many that I am to the point
where I’m fairly certain a revocation of
my license is on the horizon. I’m starting to think there might be a search
warrant for a serial killer who drives a
’92 Saab.
Call me cynical, but when it comes
to getting pulled over, I’m almost at the
point of just asking for the ticket so I
can be on my way. After police issued
a $124 ticket for alleged neglect of
properly acknowledging a stop sign, I

banged my head on the steering wheel
a few times and swore I would become
extremely intoxicated and bury my car
keys around my apartment complex
that very evening so I would never find
them again, thus ceasing my ability to
use my car as a mode of transportation.
It scares me that my lead foot and
impatience while driving will cost me
half a paycheck and subsequently affect
my ability to pay my bills and afford
groceries. If I keep this up, I see a future
full of Ramen and sky high insurance
rates. When you think about it, aside
from the potential liability of a traffic infraction, which can be extremely
costly, there are a lot of other benefits
to avoid using a vehicle while in college
and in a state of poverty. The two usually go hand-in-hand, after all.
Not only is our public transportation system in Cheney efficient and
available to students when a sunny

spring day turns into a crazy hail storm,
but we happen to live in a town where
virtually everything is within conceivable walking distance.
The other day while driving down
First Street, I passed two people hitchhiking and did a double take. I thought
to myself how ironic it was that, assuming their destination was in Cheney,
they could probably have walked there
by the time someone decided to pick
them up.
I don’t mind the walk to school. It
takes me about 20 minutes, but with
my iPod on and time to clear my head
before starting the day, it’s usually enjoyable. It’s also difficult for me to justify driving to school when finding a
parking spot usually means being late to
class and parking in the free lot involves
quite a bit of walking anyway. From a
more global perspective, Earth Day is
just around the corner, and a simple

way to get involved could be opting for
walking to a particular destination in
Cheney rather than driving there. The
bus to Spokane also saves EWU students money on ridiculously expensive
gas prices and meter parking.
With hints of spring in the air, there
are other modes of transportation that
can be fun on a sunny day. Longboarding and bike riding are two ways of getting around that are practical and make
the trip to class something to look forward to.
When I lived in Europe, I recall the
school parking lots being filled with
more bicycles than cars. At Eastern, this
isn’t the case.
At this point, the luxury of driving
isn’t something that I can always afford
for multiple reasons. It’s nice to know
that the alternatives to using a vehicle
really aren’t so bad when you think
about it.

With glimpses of nice
weather peeking out from behind the Cheney skyline, students are eager to escape the
indoors and get some fresh air
and exercise.
Though going for a walk
or run outside is a nice change
of scenery from the URC, hitting the streets in the sun can
introduce new health dangers
that many don’t think of.
From allergies to assaults,
it’s good to be prepared for
your outdoor adventures. The
following are a few common
scenarios and tips for staying
safe on your daily walk or run.
1. Beating the heat:
When the nice weather finally picks up, it’s hard not to
just grab your running shoes
and head out the door. But
more sun and higher temperatures bring consequences.
Direct sunlight can be hard
on the skin and the eyes, so it’s
best to prepare for your time
outside.
Wearing a hat, sunglasses
and SPF 15 sunscreen are ideal. Going to be out for awhile?
Remember to hydrate before
and during your walk. Also
remember that it’s important
not to overexert yourself, so
keep an eye out for shade if
you begin to feel dizzy.
2. Pollen power:
Spring is often the worst
season for allergies. With the
increased heat and humidity, pollen particles are easily
trapped in the air.
For those who suffer
regularly from allergies, prep
yourself by taking an antihistamine like Allegra or Zyrtec,
which are now both available
over the counter.
Though pollen counts
vary throughout the day, early
morning is the best time to
avoid ragweed and grass pollen.
Check your local pollen
count at http://www.weather.
com to choose a time for going outdoors. It’s also ideal to
avoid windy days since they
can increase your chances for
the sniffles as the wind moves
pollen particles more freely.
3. Avoiding altercations:
Though women are more
widely known as being susceptible to assaults, anyone
can encounter a potential attacker while on their daily
run. Often times these altercations can be avoided by staying alert and incorporating
safety nets.
When going out for a run,
try joining a walking group
or using the buddy system.
It’s important to walk with
confidence and avoid heavily
wooded areas that are ideal for
hiding attackers.
Avoid being caught off
guard by keeping your MP3
player to a reasonable volume
so that you are able to hear
and anticipate your surroundings.
It’s also important to remember to change your route
every so often so as not to let
potential attackers know your
routine.
Bringing a cell phone
or knowing the locations of
nearby pay phones (remember
to carry spare change)are ideal
in case of an emergency.
The views expressed here do
not directly reflect the views
of The Easterner. The writer
can be contacted at easterner.
eaglelife@gmail.com.

___________________J_

Sophie Benson
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Annual Guitar festival showcases local talent
Performers from all over the Northwest congregate at Riverpoint campus to compete in music competition
BY DOUG AULT

staff writer

Photo courtesy of Michael Millham

Michael Parlington of the University of Washington was wellreceived at the annual festival.

Music rang out through the Spokane area
as The Northwest Guitar Festival made its way
into town. Held over the weekend, the festival
presented some of the finest young players in
Washington, Oregon and Idaho competing at
their craft as well as recitals by professionals.
“All the performers were received well; all
did a fantastic job. I personally enjoyed the
hour played by the University of Washington’s
Michael Partington for the music department
convocation. That was a near-perfect recital,”
said EWU guitar professor Michael Millham,
who played a large role in organizing the event.
The competition featured several talented
performers, with two of the final four being
local musicians. Abe Kenney of Spokane came
up just short of first place, as did former Whitworth student Jay Hildebrand.
“Not a bad showing for the east side of
Washington,” Millham said.
The eventual winner was Travis Johnson,
who traveled from Portland, Ore., for the competition. A current high school student, Johnson impressed the judges with his advanced
technique. He will be a musician to keep an eye
on, according to Millham.
“He’s just a great young player. It will be
interesting to follow his career as he goes off to
college and continues to develop as an artist,”
Millham said.
The festival consisted of much more than
just the competition. Several visiting artists
were brought in for concerts emanating from
the EWU recital hall. Featured artists included

Marc Teicholz from the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, Michael LeFevre of Seattle,
Michael Partington from the University of
Washington, Paul Grove from Gonzaga University, David Feingold from Western Washington
University, Lynn McGrath of the Guitar Foundation of America, James Reid from University
of Idaho, Mark Wilson from Bellevue Community College, and the 2010 Northwest Guitar
Festival prizewinner Graham Banfield.
In addition to the featured performances,
master classes were offered for advanced students to engage in open format lessons with a
featured artist.
In this setting, three to four students would
play with a visiting musician in an open format
that allowed for the audience to observe and
learn along with them.
“It’s a great bang for the buck; you can vicariously take several lessons from the featured
artists in a single day without having to play —
and pay for — all of them yourself,” Millham
said.
Millham considers the event as a whole a
success. The very first Northwest Guitar Festival took place in 1991 when Millham was
a student and competitor himself. About half
of the featured artists brought in for this year’s
event were people Millham met in the beginning years of the event.
While it is still up in the air where next
year’s event will take place, Millham looks forward to keeping the tradition alive.
“It was emotionally rewarding to be able
to continue something that began when I was
a student myself,” said Millham. “What goes
around comes around, I suppose.”

International Task Forces organizes Lunch and Learn
Eastern faculty shares personal abroad experiences and entices students to travel internationally to China
BY AZARIA PODPLESKY

staff writer

Students and faculty members who have traveled to
China shared their experiences
during the International Task
Forces’ International Lunch
and Learn event.
At the event, Gina Petrie,
associate dean of the College
of Arts and Letters, introduced
the panel of students and faculty.
She then told the audience
that the panel would be speaking about the arrangements
they made for a trip to China
and the barriers they faced
while overseas. The panel also
answered questions from the
audience.

Alex Klum, a senior social
studies major, and his wife
Amanda, a graduate of EWU
with a degree in special education, taught English as a second
language in China during the
2008-09 school year through
the Shanghai BSK Academy.
“You don’t need props; you
use a lot of media,” Alex said
about teaching in China. “Everything is put directly on the
board.”
According to the Klums,
English teachers in Shanghai
earn about $1,700 a month.
Outside of the city, teachers
can earn up to $2,000 a month.
Alex and Amanda plan to
leave for China again in September and teach English there
for the next three to five years.

Also at the event, professor of anthropology Michael
Zukosky discussed the difficulties of completing research
in China if a person is not affiliated with a university or an
organization.
“There are advantages and
disadvantages to working outside of the system,” he said.
“Outside the system, you have
restricted access to a university’s
governmental bureau. If you
don’t have any affiliation, nine
out of 10 times they will refuse
to talk to you.”
Zukosky went on to note
that EWU has a strong relationship with many universities and agencies in abroad in
China, which in turn allows for
greater access to colleges and

Guest musician performs with jazz ensemble
Gaily, director of the University of Kansas jazz program,
provides a fresh muse for students in music department
BY AMY MEYER

staff writer

Jazz by guest musician Dan
Gailey will be featured at a
concert Wednesday, April 13,
at 7:30 p.m., which will conclude his visit to EWU. Among
the groups performing will be
the EWU Collegians, Jazz Ensemble (I) and the Repertory
Jazz Ensemble.
Gailey directs the University of Kansas jazz program, but
his background is rooted here
in the northwest.
He received his bachelor’s
of music from Pacific Lutheran
University before earning a
master’s of music in theory and
composition at University of
Northern Colorado.
Riley Gray, a pianist with
Jazz Ensemble (I) said, “The
highlight of the concert will be
an arrangement of a Radiohead
tune he did [called] ‘Knives
Out,’ which is very complex,
yet it’s almost an impression
of ‘Knives Out,’ the original
piece.”
EWU baritone saxophonist Andrew James said, “We’ve
only had the music for a couple
weeks, … so I’m excited to rehearse with him on Tuesday
and work with the man that
wrote the stuff we’re playing.”
Saxophone player Jessika
Leek is looking forward to re-

••

hearsing, too. “All the guests
we have … are amazing composers, arrangers and amazing
players,” she said.
Grad student Luke Brockman also plays with the Jazz
Ensemble (I) and directs the
Repertory Jazz Ensemble,
which he said will perform
“Blues for Itchy.” He said, “All
of his stuff is very difficult and
very well arranged. He gave
[the piece] to us … to rise to
this challenge, but it is a hard
piece for the amount of time
we’ve had to put it together.”
Brockman is excited about
Gailey’s arranging and composing clinic, and he’s not the
only one.
“I’ve seen his arranging and
writing, and there’s some really good things, and feel like
there’s a lot to learn from him,”
Gray said.
James agreed, saying,
“[It’ll] be cool to get some of
his perspectives and insights
on jazz arranging and be able
to directly apply it to projects
we’re working on.”
Professor Rob Tapper, who
runs EWU’s jazz program, said,
“Usually the guest artists only
work with the top groups of a
program, but in this case, the
[Repertory Jazz Ensemble] get
exposed to a professional jazz
musician as well. They’re paying tuition too, and they’re go-

ing to be a music teacher, and
they need to know what that
experience is like so that when
they go to teach, they can emulate that experience on some
level.”
Leek plans on attending
graduate school within the
next couple years. “[Gailey is]
a sax player, so he’ll probably
have good recommendations.
… He’s a writer, and I want to
go into writing in grad school,”
she said.
Tapper hopes for this sort
of networking, but he also sees
opportunities for other music
students.
“[The guest musicians]
bring newer, fresher music that
I wouldn’t normally have access
to. So our kids get to play that
music … [and] meet the person who wrote it, which is also
very cool,” Tapper said.
James understands the
value behind musician Dan
Gailey’s visit. “This is one of
the unique opportunities that
you get in the Eastern music
department where we bring in
the people that do stuff that
we’re training ourselves to do,”
said James.
“It’s the philosophy of
Eastern’s music department to
bring in people who do what
we’re … doing at a very high
level. … That doesn’t happen
very many other places.”

governmental bureaus in the
country.
Yevgeniy Zhupikov, an
interdisciplinary studies student, recently returned from a
monthlong trip in China where
he was doing research for his
thesis.
“I didn’t learn Chinese before I went,” said Zhupikov.
“I had an iPhone Touch, and I
would pull up a dictionary if I
needed it. Having a notebook
to draw pictures was also helpful.”
Zhupikov humored the
audience of nearly 40 people
by reminding them to bring
toilet paper and that KFC and
McDonalds were hands down
the best places to get food in
China.

Kevin Decker, professor of
philosophy, who, along with
Petrie, had traveled to China
the year before, told the audience about “Marx, Lenin, Mao
Tse-Tung,” the two-credit summer course he will be teaching
in China. Students taking this
course have the opportunity to
learn Mandarin Chinese and
calligraphy and practice Tai
Chi and martial arts. The class
will also take weekend trips to
cultural sites all over northeastern China.
For more information on
traveling to China or Decker’s
summer course, contact Olga
Baron at Eastern’s Division for
International and Educational
Outreach at (509) 359-4948 or
obaron@ewu.edu.

We’re accepting
applications
The Easterner is seeking qualiﬁed
applicants for the 2011-12 school year for
the Editor-in-chief and Advertising Manager
position.

Job requirements:
......
, .... 11
-Completion of JRNM 332, 351 or equivalent
-One year’s experience on a college or
professional newspaper
-Strong journalism skills
-Experience with Adobe InDesign
-Strong communication skills

Applications should 11111
include:
.............
Ille
-Cover letter
-Resume
-Organized portfolio
-Application form
Questions and applications should be
submitted to easterner.editor@gmail.com

ts a••••••«•,,,,.••-

Applications due Monday, April 18, at noon

False advertising
leads to powerbased relationships
BY DYLAN COIL

senior reporter

Why can some guys get
away with what other guys
cannot?
To those who show
respect for women, the idea
of testing boundaries with the
opposite sex is a foreign one,
and usually these individuals
tend to play it safe.
Some men, however,
choose to see how far they can
go, despite social and possibly
legal consequences. The interesting factor in these situations is how some women
may provoke such behavior.
Some people may classify
a woman who is open with
her sexuality as a slut, but it is
not women who are straightforward in a relationship
who attract abusive behavior.
Accepting sexual urges is
healthy, and making these
urges clear promotes healthy
relationships.
American society has
taught women to hide their
sexuality in fear of being classified as slutty. Many women
maintain a restrained sexual
attitude, but when urged by
the opposite sex, they may
give in to temptations.
Certain women will try to
pretend not to be interested
in sex in order to fit into an
image society has pressed
on to them. Some men are
very persistent, and when
these types of women deny
them, men will continue their
advances until they yield a
result.
These women may be
playing hard to get, or whatever mind game they think
works on men, but pretending to not be interested in sex
and then give it up regardless
teaches men dysfunctional
behaviors.
Ultimately, acting this
way conditions men to believe
that no doesn’t actually mean
no. When a man is justified in
his decision not to accept no
as an answer, he feels a sense
of power, which will encourage him to keep pursuing a
woman even after he hears the
word no.
In an article published in
the Journal of Sex Research,
“Power, Sex, and Rape Myth
Acceptance: Testing Two
Models of Rape Proclivity”
stated that “explicit powersex beliefs may blur the line
between consensual sex and
rape.”
Women who act uninterested in sex but ultimately
submit to male hounding
aren’t necessarily being raped,
but they are promoting
power-based sexual behavior.
When this behavior is learned
and accepted, it can lead to a
more sexually-aggressive man.
The same article also said,
“Sexually aggressive men may
legitimize rape as a part of a
consensual sexual script in
which they dominate their
partners and their partners
reluctantly submit.”
Reluctance to have sex
is not a bad thing, if that is
what you really want. But
when sexual reluctance is used
to play games or suggest false
implications, it can lead to
trouble.This trouble might
include power-based relationships, an increase in male
sexual aggressiveness in future
relationships and in the most
drastic situations, possibly
rape.
The best solution to this
problem is openness in relationships. This would prevent
men from being conditioned
to believe that what you say
and how you act is not how
you feel.
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‘

I’m here
and I’m
making
plays.

’

DUSTIN TOMS

managing/sports editor

Schultz makes
himself, Costco
look terrible
Adam Brown is a brilliant man.
For those of you who
don’t know who Brown is,
he is the producer of the
Webby Award winning
documentary “Sonicsgate,”
a detailed story about the
rise and fall of the Seattle
Supersonics.
Not only does his genius
come from the ability to
keep the Sonics’ relocation
to Oklahoma City alive with
help from his colleagues,
but he did a great job of
making Starbucks CEO and
former Sonics owner Howard Schultz look like a complete and utter douchebag
over the weekend during a
book signing at a Costco in
Issaquah, Wash.
Schultz was the man
who sold the Sonics to Clay
Bennett, and in turn, Bennett took the team to Oklahoma City with budding
stars Kevin Durant and Russell Westbrook. Last Friday,
Schultz
was signing copies
of his new
book when
one man,
not affiliated with
Brown,
Schultz
walked up
to him and started yelling.
“You betrayed the entire city of Seattle! How do
you show your face around
here?” The man said as he
was escorted away from a
laughing Schultz.
Police and Costco asked
Brown, who was wearing
a Sonics hat and shirt, to
leave. They would not tell
him why he was being asked
to leave, though many believe it was because of his
chosen apparel. He was escorted out of the building
without causing a ruckus.
Costco, like any other
business, has the right to
refuse anyone service. With
Schultz’s safety in mind, and
a request from Schultz, removing anyone who seemed
affiliated with the Sonics
was a great move by Costco.
It protected the big event
for the semi-small town of
Issaquah.
What makes Brown a
genius here is that he caught
this whole thing on video.
And the video makes Schultz look like the sleazy businessman that many people
believe he is. A lot of people
just want to hear Schultz
come out and apologize for
the move he made, because
if he didn’t sell the team,
it would be the Sonics in
the NBA Playoffs, not the
Oklahoma City Thunder.
Though selling the team
might have been a great
business move, the Starbucks CEO has never said
that; he hasn’t so much as
placed a finger on anything
basketball related since the
sale.
But until that day happens, Brown and his cronies
over at Sonicsgate will continue what they do best by
constantly working toward
a new NBA team. Maybe
one day Schultz will finally
drop those two words that
so many fans are waiting to
here — “I’m sorry.”
Views expressed in this column do not reflect the views
of The Easterner to contact
the writer e-mail easterner.
sports@gmail.com.

Renard Williams
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‘

There is
only one
Mario.

’

Mario Brown
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Williams in new role Replacing the legend
DEFENSE READY TO REPEAT

BROWN GRABS THE REIGNS

BY SHANE MOSES | contributing writer

BY DUSTIN TOMS | managing/sports editor

The defense for the EWU Eagles
has some big holes to fill after losing
linebacker J.C. Sherritt, defensive tackle Tyler Jolley, and defensive backs Jesse
Hoffman and Dante Calcote to graduation.
Now the Eagles seek a new leader
on the defensive side of the ball, which
works out perfectly for defensive tackle
Renard Williams, who has big aspirations for the upcoming season as one of
the defense’s new leaders
“Just showing up every day, helping
out younger guys, giving it my all when
I’m out there,” said Williams of his
new leadership role. “Being consistent.
That’s one thing that I definitely have to
be for us. This year is a consistent force
for us, not only on the defensive line,
but for a defense as well. Just being an
all around leader.”
Last season, Williams always
brought out the energy of the team and
the fans, doing his now signature move,
“The Salute.”
“I came up with ‘The Salute’ my
sophomore year, and it’s just something
for me to show people that doubted me
that I’m here and I’m making plays, and
I’m going to continue to do that. Just
something I came up with for all of the
naysayers and what not,” Williams said.
Williams will be expected to play
big time minutes next season and will
also draw a lot of attention from the opposing team, especially those in the Big

Sky Conference. He caught everyone’s
attention last year by posting 54 tackles, four forced fumbles, two fumble recoveries and his now infamous blocked
field goal returned for a touchdown in
The Inferno’s inaugural game to clinch
a victory over Montana. He also led the
Eagles with 6.5 sacks.
As the defending national champions, the Eagles will be facing a new
challenge they aren’t used to: having a
bullseye on their back. But according
to Williams, the defense is focusing
more on football rather than repeating
as champions.
“I don’t think we are as a team
thinking about it, we know we will get
everyone’s best shot with us being the
national champs, but we can’t let it get
to us at all. We just got to go out there
and treat this like a normal game. Just
go out there and play our game,” Williams said.
One thing that is marked on Williams’ calendar is Sept. 17. It will be his
last chance to claim a victory playing
Montana in Missoula.
“I haven’t beat them over there,
so that’s something I’m kind of looking forward to this season,” said Williams. “I definitely [like] traveling to
Montana. That’s always good and cool
because they got a ruckus crowd over
and they’re always hassling us and that’s
just our rivalry, so it’s always cool to go
over there.”

Some may say it’s easy to fill big
shoes, but when those shoes belong
to NFL-bound running back Taiwan
Jones, the task seems a little more
daunting.
Next season that task will be in the
hands of Mario Brown, the running
back that replaced an injured Jones last
season in the national semifinals and
championship. But the pressure of replacing the Big Sky Offensive Player of
the Year isn’t affecting Brown.
“There’s really no pressure of replacing Taiwan Jones,” said Brown. “There
is only one Taiwan Jones, but there is
only one Mario Brown, too. So all I can
really do is be myself and give what I
can to the team.”
Aaron Best, offensive coordinator
and offensive line coach, drew parallels between losing Jones last season
and what the team had to do then.
“I don’t know that you do [to replace
him] because you don’t necessarily have
the same dynamics with another body,
no matter how good or different they
are. It’s going to be everybody, all 11
on offense, hopefully stepping up their
game.”
Last season, Brown ran for 341
yards and one touchdown as a true
freshman, but he had Jones there with
him helping him with his game.
“Taiwan Jones was one of those
guys who helped me from the get go.
He told me to go out there and play my

game and do what I can and show what
I got,” Brown said.
The experience from last season’s
playoff run will certainly help Brown
now that he is officially the starting
running back. He has already started to
show improvement in spring practices.
“He’s just improving in every little
area. I don’t think it’s one particular
area. I just think he’s going to continue
to get better in all aspects,” said Head
Coach Beau Baldwin. “He got thrown
into the starting spot [last year]. He
spent a lot of weeks out here as the No.
1 back.”
Brown doesn’t want all of the attention drawn on him when it comes to
the Eagles’ offense. He always relates
back to the play of the entire offense as
a whole. When describing the offense,
he only needs one word.
“Explosive,” said Brown. “We got a
lot more weapons. Last year, everyone
just thought it was Taiwan, Taiwan,
Taiwan. And when Taiwan wasn’t there,
the offense opened up, which is good
because now we have other weapons
and we’re more versatile. We have a lot
more options.”
According to Best, “Preparationwise, [nothing has changed], though
Coach Baldwin stresses that we are better in April 2011 as opposed to April
2010. The one thing we want to accomplish is to be better this year than
last.”

Men’s hockey club
set to be Canadian
League members
Travel costs to be cut down
BY LINDSAY FERGUSON

contributing writer

After a strong season of placing 4th in the nation, the EWU men’s hockey team is eager for a new
challenge. As of May 1, 2011, the team will leave the
American College Hockey Association.
The Eagles will now play in the British Columbia
Intercollegiate Hockey League.
Costs for the players will significantly decrease after
joining the British Columbia Intercollegiate Hockey
League simply because of travel costs.
Regarding the American College Hockey Association, assistant coach Bill Shaw said “travel costs were
becoming extremely high. Our travel budget this year
was higher than our entire budget for next year in the
[British Columbia] league.”
The longest road trip in the Brisitsh Columbia
League is to Victoria, British Columbia, a mere nine
hours away. This is far shorter than last year’s trips,
where the shortest was to Utah and took 11 hours.
Most eligibility requirements will remain the same
for the Eagles; however, Shaw is looking forward to
one major change. “In the [American College Hockey
Association], we were not allowed to have guys that
played in Tier 1 major Junior Hockey, which is the
Western Hockey league.”
EWU Hockey fans may know this as the league
the Spokane Chiefs belong to. This means that a player
from the Chiefs and players in their league will be eligible to play for EWU.
The Eagles will be the only American team in the
league, but Shaw doesn’t foresee any problems with
fairness. In fact, he thinks this will be great for the
team since “[the players] get everybody’s best shot, because none of the Canadian kids want to lose to the
American team.”
This means that fighting is allowed, to an extent.
There are still rules when it comes to fighting. Shaw
said one rule that the American College Hockey As-

The Eagles will be the only American team in the British Columbia Intercollegiate League.

sociation did not take seriously enough is “a check
from behind … where a player goes head first into the
boards. In Canada, that is an automatic game misconduct.” The American Association treats such offences
as a two minute penalty.
According to freshman and defensive player Kjell
Sherman, the new set of fighting rules are a great
improvement. “Now fighting is allowed, so if I get
slashed, I can do something about it,” he said.
This will be an exciting change for the Eagles, and
“if nothing else, it should make for better rivalries”
Shaw agreed.
The switch seems to please EWU junior and defenseman for EWU hockey Nick Kelly. “I think it’s going
to be a great opportunity, we are looking forward to
playing teams that challenge us more,” he said. “Competition will be consistently much better compared to
the teams in the [American College Hockey Association], where we only played a few good teams.”

Aaron Malmoe/Easterner

Along with a more challenging line-up of teams
across the borded, Kelly looks forward to “only wearing half shields like you can in Juniors [since] the full
coverage face masks are an [American College Hockey
Association] rule.”
Juniors is an amateur hockey level where a player
ages out at 20 years old.
A possible downfall in leaving the American Association is the Eagles will no longer be eligible for a
national title. That may be hard for players and fans to
accept. Sherman said he will “miss the experience of
getting the chance at a national title, but a seven game
series will prove who the best teams really are.”
And a seven game playoff series is exactly what the
Eagles will get with the British Columbia Intercollegiate Hockey League.
For all EWU Hockey fans, it’s time to brush up in
the Canadian National Anthem and get prepared for
the 2011-12 hockey season.
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Golf gets some extra practice
Holmstedt, others warm up with Gonzaga
Individual before the Big Sky Tournament

Baseball
loses two
of three

BY DOUG AULT

BY KYLE HARDING

staff writer

staff writer

The women’s golf team members had a solid
showing at the Gonzaga Spring Individual on
Sunday in Liberty Lake.
Different from conventional golf matches,
the individual competition does not keep records of team scores or placements. Six golf team
members competed in the 26-competitor field,
which consisted of two rounds on the par 70,
6,064-yard Liberty Lake Golf Course. Each of
the six teammates improved their score from the
first round to second.
Other schools that sent competitors to the
event were Washington State University, University of Idaho, Gonzaga University, and University of Washington. With just a week until the Big
Sky Conference Championship, the individual
event granted the golfers another chance at competition experience before the championship.
“The event this weekend was just a small
event that gave us an opportunity to get a couple
of practice rounds in before our conference tournament. There wasn’t a team competition, so I
can’t even tell you where we stood as a team,”
golf Head Coach Brenda Howe said.
Senior Kellie Holmstedt led the Eagle team
in performance, shooting 81 the first round and
improving to 76 in the second on her way to tying for 12th place. Her overall score of 157 was
the best score for the Eagle golfers competing.
Jayme Carbon ended up tied for 16th shooting 158 overall. Her second round score of 78
strokes was a season low for the sophomore, who
improved from her score of 80 in the first round.
“Kellie Holmstedt and Jayme Carbon played
well the second round, and with a solid week of
practice this week, I think we’ll be prepared for a
good showing at the Big Sky Conference tournament next week,” Howe said.
Nineteenth place went to sophomore Dana
Stapleton, who shot an overall 165 for the day
with rounds of 83 and 82, respectively. Fresh-

“The event this weekend was just
a small event that gave us an
opportunity to get a couple of
practice rounds in before our
conference tournament.”
- Head Coach Brenda Howe
man Sarah Callagy also placed, coming in at 21st
and shooting rounds of 86 and 83 to bring her
daily total to 169.
The largest improvement between rounds
went to sophomore Morgan Lee, who cut six
strokes off her first round score of 89 to finish
one stroke and one place behind Callagy at 22nd
place.
The Eagles team was rounded off with sophomore Neddy Martinez coming in 25th with a
score of 176.
The winner of the individual competition
was University of Washingtin’s Darcie Richmond, who shot 73-71 for a 4-over par 144.
Second place was a tie at 146 between Gonzaga’s
Victoria Fallgren and University of Washington’s Kelli Bowers. Fallgren shot rounds of 7076, while Bowers submitted rounds of 74-72.
Fallgren and Bowers were tied for the lead until
Richmond finished and posted her final round
score of 71. Fallgren was the only competitor to
shoot an even par round during the competition.
In one week’s time, the golf team will head to
Chandler, Ariz., for the Big Sky Championship
April 18-20. The championship will once again
be held at the 5,134 yard Ocotillo Golf Resort
where the Eagles finished eighth last year.
With five days remaining until the championship, the golf team continues to practice and
prepare for their most important competition
yet.
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Kellie Holmstedt shot an 81 during round one at Gonzaga.

The Eastern baseball club
played a three-game series on
the road against Central Oregon Community College,
winning the first game of a
double-header Saturday but
losing the second game. They
lost their Sunday game as well.
The first game saw the
Eagles come away with a 10-9
victory as Logan Goulet hit
3-for-5 with two RBIs. Austin
Bowman also went 3-for-5,
tallying two RBIs and a stolen
base.
The weather took a turn
for the worse in the second
game as the teams played in
temperatures in the mid-30s.
The Bobcats won 12-3 despite
a home run and two RBIs
from Goulet, who hit 2-for-3.
In the third game, played
Sunday afternoon, the Eagles
lost once again, this time 1810.
“Our bench helped us.
They scored seven runs in the
seventh inning,” Club President Zach Thibodeau said.
Goulet went 3-for-4 Sunday, knocking in two RBIs,
and David Garza hit 2-for-3,
collecting two RBIs as well.
Adam Sadler also hit 2-for-3
with two RBIs, stealing two
bases in the process.
The baseball club is now
3-3 on the season. The Eagles
will travel to Western Washington University next weekend for a three-game series.

WHO WDULD HAVE THOUGHT SAV'ING ENERGY

COULD GET THIS DRAMATIC?
There's p;lenty of negative energy as fi11e housemates try to reduce their use.

Probl,ern is one is secretl v wasting en,ergy. But who? Willl they di:sco\ler the
Pow,e rmonger in time? Find out at fa,cebook . com/everylittil ebit
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